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PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
"SENATE BACKS PRESCRIPTION PLAN, BUT QUESTIONS REMAIN"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 4

"BIRTH CONTROL BILL SUPPORTED"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 12

"DRUG PLAN'S FINANCES QUESTIONED"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 4

"HOUSE BACKS PLAN TO IMPORT MEDICINE"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 11

PRISON ADMINISTRATION
"HIGH COSTS FORCE LAWMAKERS TO RE-THINK PRISONS"; LEWISTOWN NEWS-ARGUS; 2005 MAR 19

PRISON BUDGET
"STATE LEGISLATURE DEBATE PRISON BUDGET"; WESTERN BREEZE; 2005 MAR 15

PROPERTY TAX
"BILL TO EXPAND PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION LIMIT PASSES"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 23

"IS PLUM CREEK WORTH LESS? FLATHEAD COUNTY SUFFERS A BAD TAX BREAK"; MISSOULA INDEPENDENT; 2005 MAR 31

"SENATE PITCHES PROPERTY-TAX BREAK"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 28

"SENATOR PUSHES SALES TAX WITH CUT IN PROPERTY TAXES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 24

"BALYEATS PITCH $145 MILLION IN PROPERTY TAX RELIEF"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 11
"STATE APPELAS RULING ON PPL TAXES"; STILLWATER COUNTY NEWS; 2005 MAR 17

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
"BIG BONDING BILL UP FOR ACTION THIS WEEK"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 21

PUBLIC DEFENDERS
"RIGHT TO AN ATTORNEY: LAWMAKERS PRESCRIBE A CURE FOR AILING PUBLIC DEFENSE SYSTEM"; LEWISTOWN NEWS-ARGUS; 2005 MAR 26

"SENATE APPROVES PUBLIC DEFENDER AGENCY ON PRELIMINARY VOTE"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 23

QUALITY EDUCATION
"A QUALITY EDUCATION: FRAMERS DEFEND CONSTITUTION'S PROMISE"; LEWISTOWN NEWS-ARGUS; 2005 MAR 30

"BILL DEFINING QUALITY PUBLIC EDUCATION OK'D"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 17

"HOUSE COMMITTEE AGREES ON ED DEFINITION"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 9

"HOUSE WORKS TO DEFINE QUALITY EDUCATION"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 5

"POLITICS ASIDE, QUALITY IS DEFINED"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 5

"A 'QUALITY' EDUCATION: A LOOK AT HOW WE GOT HERE"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2005 MAR 29

"QUALITY EDUCATION BILL MOVES FORWARD"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 9

"QUALITY EDUCATION MEASURE EASILY SAILS THROUGH HOUSE"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 17

"SUBCOMMITTEE DEFINES 'QUALITY' PUBLIC EDUCATION"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 5

"WILL GRAB FOR POWER ADVANCE FUNDING? GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 27

RAILROADS MONTANA
"BILL WOULD CREATE RAILROAD LOAN"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 3

"TESTER SAYS AMTRAK RAIL SERVICES VITAL PART OF HI-LINE ECONOMY"; WESTERN BREEZE; 2005 MAR 29
RECREATION
"BOATER BILL STRIPPED"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2005 MAR 10

"HUNTERS AND ANGLERS CAUTIOUSLY OPTIMISTIC ABOUT 2005 SESSION"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 20

ROYALTY CHECKS
"LAW REQUIRES MORE INFORMATION ON ROYALTY CHECKS"; HAVRE DAILY NEWS; 2005 MAR 22

SALES TAX
"BILL MAY ALLOW LIVINGSTON TO COLLECT SALES TAX"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 15

"CITIES MAKE TAX, FEE PITCH"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 11

"FEW BOTHER TO TESTIFY ON SALES-TAX BILL"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 8
"GOP LAWMAKERS PUSH FOR STATEWIDE SALES TAX"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 8

"HOUSE PANEL WEIGHS LOCAL SALES TAXES"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 11

"LOCAL OPTION SALES TAX CONSIDERED"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2005 MAR 11

"LOCAL OPTION SALES TAX DIES; MANGAN STILL HOPEFUL"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 12

"LOCAL OPTION TAX DEBATED"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 11

"OPPOSITION AIRED AGAINST RESTAURANT SALES TAX PROPOSAL"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 3

"PANEL HEARS PROPOSAL FOR SALES TAX"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 22

"SALES TAX BILLS BOUND FOR DEBATE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 31

"SALES TAX BILLS OFFERED AS PROPERTY TAX RELIEF"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 22

"SALES TAX WOULD OFFER PROPERTY TAX RELIEF"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 24

"SENATE PANEL HEARS SALES TAX BILL"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 22
"SPEAKERS AT CAPITOL HEARING OPPOSE RESTAURANT SALES TAX"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 3

"TAX DRAWS LITTLE SUPPORT"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 8

SCHOOL CLOSURES
"BILL WOULD CLOSE EAST FAIRVIEW SCHOOL"; SIDNEY HERALD; 2005 MAR 9

"CLOSURE ISSUE MAY DRIVE SCHOOL ELECTION"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 9

SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION
"COUNTYWIDE FORUM TO EXPLORE SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION"; CARBON COUNTY NEWS; 2005 MAR 10

"TRUSTEES UNDECIDED ON BUS ISSUE"; SIDNEY HERALD; 2005 MAR 13

SCHOOL CROWDING
"3 PROPOSALS OFFERED TO EASE SCHOOL CROWDING"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 12

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
"BHS TEACHERS EXPLAIN NEED FOR MORE CLASSROOMS"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 27

SCHOOL RENOVATIONS
"STATE CONTROL OF SCHOOL BUILDING PROJECTS PROPOSED"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 31

"FUND FOR SCHOOL BUILDINGS PROMOTED"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2005 MAR 31

"PANEL EXPLORES STATE FUNDING OF SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 31

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
"SCHOOL BOARD TO DISCUSS TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS MONDAY"; TERRY TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 16

SEXUAL ORIENTATION
"LEGISLATORS HEAR CONCERNS ABOUT BULLYING"; MILES CITY STAR; 2005 MAR 7

SMOKING LAW AND LEGISLATION
"HOUSE FAVORS SMOKING BAN"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 24

"PANEL REVIVES BILL TO LEAN ON ILLEGAL SALES OF CIGARETTES"; GREAT FALLS
"SMOKING CURBS OK'D BY HOUSE COMMITTEE"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2005 MAR 17

**STATE BUILDING MAINTENANCE**
"BOY'S CAMPAIGN TO SAVE GYM PAYS OFF"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 16

"PANEL OKS UPKEEP OF FACILITIES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 16

"GENERAL FUND MONEY TO GO TO RENOVATIONS"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 16

**STATE FINANCE**
"DEMOCRATS, GOP CONTINUE TO SPAR OVER BUDGET"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 10

"SILVER BULLET SENDS BUDGET TO HOUSE"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 10

"$17M SLICED FROM BUDGET"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 18

"BUDGET BILL DEADLOCKED"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 9

"BUDGET BILL DEADLOCKED"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 9

"BUDGET BILL EKES THROUGH HOUSE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 22

"BUDGET BILL REVIEW APPEAL FAILS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 21

"BUDGET CHIEF: TIME TO DUMP OUTMODED SPENDING CAP"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 4

"BUDGET DIRECTOR WANTS SPENDING CAP LAW STRICKEN"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2005 MAR 4

"BUDGET'S SPENDING CAP COMPLIANCE STILL UP IN THE AIR"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 20

"BUDGET TO TAKE CENTER STAGE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 13

"COMMITTEE STALLS SPENDING MEASURE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 16

"FINANCE HEAD PREDICTS BUDGET BILL CUTS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 30

"HOUSE GIRDS FOR DEBATE ON BUDGET"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 17

"HOUSE GIVES NOD TO $7B BUDGET BILL"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 18
"HOUSE LEADERS CALL FOR BUDGET CUTS"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 17

"HOUSE OKS $7 BILLION STATE BUDGET"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 19

"HOUSE PANEL DEADLOCKED ON SPENDING"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 16

"HOUSE PANEL HAS FIRST SHOT AT SPENDING BILL"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 3

"LAWMAKERS AGREE BUDGET NEEDS TRIM"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 17

"LEGISLATURE WILL TAKE UP $7 BILLION BUDGET BILL"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 13

"ONE-TIME EXPENSE BILL QUADRUPLES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 6

"PAST EXPENSES GIVE LAWMAKERS TOUGH DECISIONS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 1

"POLITICAL PARTIES BATTLE OVER NEXT STATE BUDGET"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2005 MAR 9

"PRESIDENT OF SENATE SUPPORTS CAP N SPENDING"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 5

"PROPOSED STATE BUDGET MAY BE CUT"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 17

"SCHWEITZER ASKS GOP TO REVIVE WASTE STUDY"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 18

"SINGLE BILL GOES A LONG WAY IN ADDRESSING SPENDING CAP"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 15

"SPENDING CAP AUTHOR: LAW SERVING ITS PURPOSE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 9

"SPENDING MEASURE, HB 745, DEADLOCKED"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 16

"SUPPLEMENTAL BUDGET BILL PASSES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 24

"TESTER SAYS GOP IS CAUSE FOR SOME STATE BUDGET GROWTH"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 31

"WIELDING THE BUDGET AX"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 18
"HOUSE OKS PARED BUDGET"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 19

"HOUSE WIITTLES DOWN STATE BUDGET"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 18

TAX CREDITS
"CHEERS! SMALL DISTILLERS OFFERED BREAK UNDER LEGISLATION"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 17

"MOVIE TAX BREAK BILL ADVANCES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 23

"PANEL APPROVES TAX BREAKS FOR MOVIE, TV INDUSTRY"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 16

"MOVIE BILL PASSES FIRST VOTE IN HOUSE"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 23

"CONCERNS OVER STUDY DOUSED FILM TAX CREDIT PLAN LAST YEAR"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 11

"FILM TAX CREDIT BILL CLEARSHOUSE COMMITTEE"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 16

"HOUSE BACKS TAX BREAKS FOR FILM, TV PRODUCTIONS"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2005 MAR 30

"HOUSE OKS MOVIE HELP BILL"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 30

"HOUSE OKS SMALL BUSINESS TAX CREDITS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 15

"HOUSE PANEL OKS TAX BREAKS FOR FILM, TV"; LIVINGSTON ENTERPRISE; 2005 MAR 16

"HOUSE ROUNDS UP TAX BREAKS FOR MOVIES, BUSINESS EQUIPMENT"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 23

"HOUSE SAYS YES AGAIN TO TAX BREAKS FOR MOVIES, BUSINESSES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 30

"MOVIE TAX CREDIT BILL STALLS"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 12

"REEL DEAL APPROVED BY HOUSE"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 23

"SENATE ENDORSES BILL TO DRAW VENTURE CAPITOL"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 17
"STUDENT LOAN TAX CREDIT ENDORSED BY SENATE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 24
"TAX CREDIT BILL TRIES TO KEEP GRADS FROM LEAVING"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 24

TAX EVASION
"ADMINISTRATION TARGETS 'ABUSIVE TAX SHELTERS' GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 8

"BILL AIMS TO CRACK DOWN ON TAX EVADERS"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 8

"BUSINESSES OPPOSE TAX BILL"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 22

"SCHWEITZER BILL TO TARGET TAX EVASION"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 8

TAX EXEMPTIONS
"HOUSE OKS TAX-EXEMPTION BILL"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 23

TAX FRAUD
"BUSINESS LOBBYISTS SEE TO DELAY TAX FRAUD CRACKDOWN"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 22

TAX INCENTIVES
"HOLLYWOOD ATTRACTION: VIEWS DIFFER OVER BILL GIVING MOVIEMAKERS TAX INCENTIVES"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 1

TAX RELIEF
"BILL WOULD GIVE POOREST FAMILIES TAX BREAK"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 5

TAX TABLES
"STATE TAX TABLES REVAMPED"; MINERAL INDEPENDENT; 2005 MAR 2

TAXATION
"CIGARETTE TAX PROFITS GO UP IN SMOKE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 2

"COMMITTEE OKS 'BIG BOX' TAX PLAN"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2005 MAR 18

"GOVERNOR OPPOSES HOSPITAL BED TAX INCREASE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 31

"POP TAX FIZZLES OUT IN COMMITTEE"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 9
"SENATE PANEL OKS BILL CLOSING 'ABUSIVE' TAX SHELTERS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 30

"SENATE PANEL OKS BILL TO FREEZE BUSINESS EQUIPMENT TAX RATE AT 3 PERCENT"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 12

"SENATE RECEIVES A BILL TO DOUBLE PPL'S TAXES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 31

"SENATE TABLES SODA POP TAX BILL"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 10

"SUGAR INDUSTRY COULD TAKE HIT"; SIDNEY HERALD; 2005 MAR 2

"TAX DEBATE WILL MOVE TO CENTER STAGE THIS WEEK"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 27

"WHOLESOME RV TAX WOULD RAISE FUNDS FOR L&C FESTIVITIES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 31

"FREEZE OF BUSINESS TAX OK'D"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 15

TEACHER RETIREMENT BENEFITS
"BILL BOOSTS RETIREMENT PERKS TO RETAIN TEACHERS"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 6

"BILL WOULD USE LOTTERY MONEY TO FUND TEACHER RETIREMENT"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 23

"TEACHER RETIREMENT OPTION COULD COST $26 MILLION"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2005 MAR 17

TERM LIMITS
"REFORM HEARINGS UNDERWAY; SOME LEARY, OTHERS SUPPORTIVE"; WOTANIN WOWAPI; 2005 MAR 17

TRUST LANDS
"POOR WORDING CLOUDS FINAL STAGE OF SCHOOL TRUST LAND PLAN"; WHITEFISH PILOT; 2005 MAR 17

TUITION
"CAMPUSES MAY SEE TUITION RISE 7.9 PERCENT"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 4

UNDERAGE DRINKING
"BILL WOULD PROTECT UNDERAGE DRINKERS REPORTING RAPE"; GREAT FALLS
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
"BONDING BILL FOR COLLEGES OF TECHNOLOGY, HISTORICAL SOCIETY ADVANCES"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 22

"COLLEGE RECEIVES $9.9 MILLION IN BOND DOLLARS"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2005 MAR 25

"HOUSE OKS MONEY FOR TECHNOLOGY COLLEGES"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2005 MAR 22

"PANEL OKS BILL TO BENEFIT TECH COLLEGES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 22

"PUBLIC WORKS BILL FLIES THROUGH HOUSE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 25

"REGENTS TACKLE U-SYSTEM CREDIT TRANSFER PROBLEMS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2005 MAR 18

"MED SCHOOL PROPOSAL SUFFERS SETBACK IN SENATE"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 11

VIDEOCONFERENCING
"GET UP CLOSE, PERSONAL WITH LEGISLATURE"; MISSOULIAN; 2005 MAR 25

WATER POLLUTION
"CLEANUP BILL GETS HOUSE NOD"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 25

WATER RIGHTS
"GOV. SIGNS WATER-RIGHTS MEASURE"; LIVINGSTON ENTERPRISE; 2005 MAR 25

"SUPREME COURT RULES IN FAVOR OF RIVER ASSOCIATION"; BITTERROOT STAR; 2005 MAR 16

WIND POWER
"JUDITH GAP WIND FARM FACES SCRUTINY AS PSC WEIGHS BENEFITS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2005 MAR 19